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3 October 1987 

Peter Brown esq 
P O aox 71 
Hilton 3245 
South Africa 

Dear Peter 
I am sorry to find that I have not replied to your letters of 4 and 

25 August, and have today received that of 22 September, enclosing 
Terence's. 

First, you asked for a note from a PAC source which might help 
towads the document the LDA is preparing. All I can send is the 
following from our friend who tried to ring you. Rather a muddle, I 
fear , but perhaps you can get something out of it. He is a great 
supporter of Xothopeng and looks to Selby Ngendane and AP Mda as his 
gurus. (As I write I am sure I've written this before - blame the word 
processor, one no longer has neat carbon copies in a file to refer to.) 

Regarding Everatt, I heard from him, from Lincoln, and he plainly 
had not yet had my letter, which I had sent to his SA address. I will 
make contact with him in Oxford and see what is happening, if possible 
get him to change the paper before he presents it. 

Terence missed the point . My disapproval, like yours, is as much in 
his perpetuation of the COP myth as of his abuse of the LP, some of it, 
as he says, deserved. Of course one accepts that the FC is a ' key 
document among a large section of t he radical opposition.' But that does 
not mean that we should keep silent about its origins - rather the 
reverse. The attack on the LP is important too, of course. The two 
things are knit together in his paper. 

I hope your Joh'burg meeting went well and that P Loveday turned 
up. If he didn't I ' d forget about him, except perhaps if you're 
appealing for funds .. . 

Is there any sort of prospectus or policy document of the LDA? 
Could I have one please? Xay I suggest that you send one also to Jonty -
CJ Driver, Vilson House, Berkhamsted School , Herts HP4 2BE? I've just 
read a draft of a lecture he is giving in the States (next year) on the 
future of Liberalism in SA - at a special do for Gwen Carter, at, I 
think, the University of Florida. I've told him he should bring in the 
LDA but hadn't much to tell him about it. 

A few fragments from the Independent for your delectation. 
Our first Reality has arrived. Now to read it. 

Yours 

?,~~ 


